My Christmas Toys
By Hunter Knotts

I got a Robodog for Christmas. Santa got me the Robodog. Robodog makes noise. It makes dog noises and lights up. When you hold its nose it gives you a kiss.

I got a guitar for Christmas. It was from Mommy and Daddy. It makes noise and lights up. It has buttons that make guitar sounds and drum sounds. I got two Party Rock trucks. One was from Daddy and the other was from Uncle Bobby. Uncle Bobby gave me on Christmas Eve. It makes truck noises. The speakers go up and down.

I got a globe, a Simon Optix, a piano mat, and Bop It Beats from Mommy and Daddy. The globe spins around and lights up. The colors of the lights on the globe are red, green, blue, and there is a white light in the middle. To play Simon Optix you put it on your head. If the red light lights up, you put your hand in front of the red light. It is sensor activated.

The sportscar was from my great grandma. The magic track was from Nannan. It is called a magic track because it glows in the dark.

I love my Christmas toys.
a picture of Robo Dog
picture of my globe
A picture of Party Rock truck.
a picture of my Piano Mat
a picture of my Magic Track